HAIRWRAPS UK

Deposits and payments:

The verbal/email booking will be held for 7 days. The client can pay their 50% deposit by
cheque, cash or Paypal. The balance of the party must be paid on the day in cash. Please do
not ask us to accept cheques on the day as we will have to refuse.
Set Up

The artist/s will arrive 15 minutes prior to the party starting to set up and will leave at the
end of the party. Please do not expect the artist/s to stay extra time unless mutually agreed
before the party starts. The overtime rate is charged per half hour or part of (at on-peak,
off-peak rate).
Occasionally, the artist may have another booking elsewhere and will have to finish strictly
at the specified time, and we ask for your understanding in this situation
It is advised that, due to the time our art takes...

A maximum of 20 children can be painted within a 2 hour party booking (If more children
are expected, please advise the artist prior to the party, as simplified face or arm designs can
be offered instead, taking the number of children to be painted to 30 per 2-hour booking).
A maximum of 12 children can receive a hair wrap per 2-hour party-booking.
A maximum of 40 children can receive a temporary, tie-in hair wrap per 2-hour party
booking (these are charged on a per-head basis, not hourly rate).
A maximum of 24 children can receive a temporary airbrush tattoo per 2-hour party
booking.
Please ensure that there is parking available as close to the entrance of the building as
possible, since the artist will have to carry heavy equipment in. Failure to do so may result in
the artist not being set up on time.
If your event is to be outside, we can provide cover/shelter in the form of a sturdy gazebo.
However, you will need to inform us within reasonable time, and there is a small extra
charge to cover the time it takes to erect & dismantle. (Of course, you can provide your own
shelter if you have it).
Hair Wrapping

Almost anyone can have a hair wrap, and I have even wrapped mens beards before!
However, there are some cases where hair wraps aren't suitable:I won't wrap very young children's hair (Min age 3-4 years, at my discretion.
The younger children most often find the process too uncomfortable, and won't sit for me
for the duration.
They also will often want it removed very soon afterwards, wasting parent's money, and my
own time!).
The younger child however can have a tie in hair wrap as an alternative, as these only take a
minute to plait in, and are very easily removable.
A child or adult with very fine hair is not suitable for a hair wrap either (as a hair wrap can
snap very fine hair, leaving a bald patch!).
Again, they can have a tie in hair wrap as an alternative, as these are less likely to cause hair
breakage.
Anyone with head lice, or what appear to be 'nits' (the head lice eggs) still in their hair, even
if they have been treated, will not be suitable for a hair wrap of either sort.
Anyone with sun-damage to their scalp, open wounds or eczema on the affected area is not
suitable for a hair wrap.

